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Thank you to all the
Staff and everyone
who supported us
in 2019
@MaharajaBenfleet
 

RAISE A GLASS

PAUL'S MONTHLY

TIP...

We are all usually feeling the winter blues
by January. Christmas has come and gone
and it's a long month. There are things you
can do though to help you get out in the
garden and feel productive. Start by
looking at your decking- does it need re-
oiling? If weather conditions allow, you can
give the deck a quick clean or your fence a
lick of paint. There's nothing like it to make  
you feel like Spring is on the way (soon!)

BORDEOM BEATER

Social Media Stories 
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Who will be the fastest in the office  to solve
the teaser? 

(Answer at the bottom of the page) 
 

You can have me but cannot hold me;
Gain me and quickly lose me.

 
If treated with care I can be great, 

And if betrayed I will break.
 

What am I?

A happy new year to all our customers. 

We're really looking forward to what the year ahead has in

store. Watch out for some exciting new developments over

the coming months..

SPREADING CHEER THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
Christmas may be over, but we couldn't
resist sharing this image of Paul and Dan
in their Santa outfits. At the Brentwood
Catholic Children’s Society Christmas Craft
Fair, the guys managed to get hold of the
outfits, and committed to a couple of
Christmas cleans in them.
 
So here they are at the BCCS offices ready
to rock. 

We ended 2019 helping one of
the local schools out with their
annual planting project. 100 trees  
of varying types were supplied by
the Woodland Trust . It will be
wonderful to see the school's
woodland area develop over the
coming year. Those of you who
follow our newsletters will know
that we were also there in the
Spring. we have seen how much
the children have really enjoyed
the space.

A piece of really exciting news for PJR is
that we have been accepted as an
approved contractor by the award
winning - Ground Control. Ground
Control are a solutions provider offering
the best names in Ground Maintenance,
cleaning and landscaping ( to name a
few). They will only use and recommend
the best, so it is a huge compliment to 
 be recognised as one of their official
suppliers. We started the rigourous
selection process some months ago and
have been waiting for the outcome. To
be accepted onto their books as a
supplier is a true badge of honour.
 

https://www.instagram.com/pjrservices/

